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ABSTRACT: 

This research wants to answer the question that how much money do Jiaxing teaches need to 

retirement. To calculate the money needed to retirement, research refers the model from 

Investopedia. The model is: Total money required for retirement = Saving during employment + 

Income after retirement – Expense after retirement (Investopedia, 2019) Then a new testing 

model is established to make some contributions that if Jiaxing teachers only have salary 

without any other income. The testing model is: Total money required for retirement = Total 

salary during employment – Expense during employment + Income after retirement – Expense 

after retirement. Total salary during employment, expense during employment, income after 

retirement and expense after retirement are the independent variables while money required 

for retirement is the dependent variable. Multiple regression analysis will be applied. Research 

questionnaire for collecting primary data about age, salary, total income, expense and pension 

from Jiaxing teachers are assessed and analyzed for the final result. 

Research receives 240 respondents from Jiaxing teachers. Most of them are female teachers 

from primary school. Average age is 35.5. Result shows that Jiaxing teachers need 2,068,675 

yuan to retirement which is less than 3-5 million yuan for Eastern China people. The new model 

to calculate money need to retire for Jiaxing teachers is established and pass the significance 

test. It is: Total money required for retirement = 0.24* Total salary during employment – 1.44* 

Expense during employment + 1.51* Income after retirement – 0.79* Expense after 

retirement+4502979.5.  

Key words: Money needed to retirement, Jiaxing teachers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, Chinese cost of life increase quickly which brings heavy living pressure. The money 

for retirement is attracted more and more importance. However, seldom people have the idea 

of the amount of money needed for entering retirement world. Leading a life without planning 

can be dangerous, especially for working class whose salary is always stable. Managing saving 

earned during working and the retirement economy can help people prepare earlier to prevent 

unnecessary anxious. 

This study will answer the question that how much money needed after retirement and selects 

teachers group lived in city Jiaxing as target sample. It wants to know Jiaxing teachers can save 

how much saving during employment, if they will receive income after retirement and they 

predict to spend how much money after retirement. How much will be spent after Jiaxing 

teachers retire and what kind of consumptions are What is the amount of money that Jiaxing 

teachers will need to retire? The money calculated here is not just the level for going through 

retirement life, but the total amount for a comfortable old age life, including leisure and 

recreation.  

Aware of the money needed for retirement can help Jiaxing teachers manage their financial 

condition early so that get prepared for retirement. They will know the how much money 

should be saved and adjust after retirement activities based on cost of retiring life. What’s 

more, some group of people who have similar income can take it as a reference. Most 

important, this study gives people an idea that plan ahead rather than worrying about the 

future.  
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The following will present the review of related literature and studies about the moeny needed 

to retirement and four independent variables.  

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Most of related literature and studies are from financial websites which show different options 

for how much the money needed to retirement. The characteristics of the factors which will 

influence the money need to retirement will show in the following.  

2.1 Effect of Income during Employment 

2.1.1 Effect of total income during employment 

The income during the working time means the total income people earned by people without 

deducting expense from the day they start to work to the end of getting retired. Wage, social 

security welfare, saving and financial income are the major components of the total income. 

(Investopedia, 2019) Paul Katzeff thought the money needed for retirement should be 4.6 times 

household income if that income is $75,000 at age 50. At age 65, the multiple is 10 for $75,000 

of household income. (KATZEFF, 2018)  Fidelity website thought if people’s income is less than 

$50,000 a year, then they might need to have 80% of total income before retirement on 

average. (Fidelity, 2019) 

2.1.2 Effect of salary during employment 

According to statistics of Jiaxing government, the per capita wage of Jiaxing residents was 

30152 yuan per year in 2018, increased by nearly 9.1% compared with last year. (Jiaxing 
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Government Web, 2018) The Jiaxing teachers’ average wage is 6300 yuan per month therefore 

75600 yuan per year which is higher than per capita wage. (Jiaxing Ganja Com, 2018) Idea from 

Investopedia was most of people need 80% of final pre-retirement salary. (Investopedia, 2019) 

2.1.3 Effect of deposit amount during employment 

Schwab research shows that most people (64%) see themselves as savers. (PROBASCO, How 

Much Do I Need to Retire?, 2019) The interest income can be another important factor. From 

1990 to 2000, the deposit interest rate of the bank of China gradually declined, and slightly 

increased after 2000. The recent interest trend becomes stable. In 2019, the long-term deposit 

interest rate (10 years) is 2.75% pa. Th2 interest rate for long term doesn’t change since 2014. 

(SOHO, 2018) In 2016, Jiaxing's per capita deposit exceeded 28,000 yuan. (Zhao, 2017) 

Some experts say the percent of saving for retirement should be 23%-27% of the total income. 

In another words, people should deposit three-four times annual salary so that they can survive 

in the retirement. (PROBASCO, How Much Do I Need to Retire? 2019) 

2.2 Effect of Expense during Employment 

Expense means the money spent on consumption. In 2018, the per capita consumption 

expenditure of Jiaxing residents is 32366 yuan. (SOHO, 2018) The consumption growing speed 

is 8.3% increased by 2.8 percentage points over the previous year. Among the expense, the cost 

of house should attract great importance because this an expense which can last for very long 

year even exit after Jiaxing teacher retire. According to NCBI research, Chinese spend almost 

60% of money on the housing assets. (Yu Xie, 2016)  
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In general, less money people spend, less money people need to save. (Fidelity, 2019) 

2.3 Effect of Saving during Employment 

Net asset is essentially the sum of all of your assets, including cash, retirement accounts, 

college savings, fixed asset and so on. (Dickler, 2019) Net asset grossly is the total income 

subtracting total expense. As Mrs. Mohammad said, most retirees will rely on their 

accumulated savings solely. (Mohamad Fazli Sabri, 2014) People after retirement seldom will do 

part job to earn money. Thus, net asset saved can be very vital for the retirement life.$1.7 

million which is the average amount that people need to save before retire, calculated by 

Schwab survey. (PROBASCO, How Much Do I Need to Retire?, 2019) Jim Probasco who has 

more 30 years’ experience in finance thought the money people need after retirement should 

be about 80% of the final asset saved. (PROBASCO, How Much Do I Need to Retire?, 2019) 

Besides, the education and saving behavior will influence the amount they need after 

retirement. More financial knowledge will higher the retirement confidence and lower the net 

asset they need to saved. (Mohamad Fazli Sabri, 2014)  

2.4 Effect of Income and Expense after Retirement 

2.4.1 Effect of income after retirement 

The income after retirement is the second major source of money people need which mainly 

includes pension, social security, retirement savings. (OECD, 2018) The money earned after 

retirement is a relief and security for people who are worried about the net asset saved. 
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The website FOOL list the components of income after retirement. The social security, pension 

and part time job income will be people’s major income after retirement. (FOOL, 2017) Jiaxing’s 

monthly standard of basic pension is based on the average monthly salary of the local on-post 

employees and their own contribution. The calculation formula is: Basic pension = (the average 

monthly salary + average monthly salary contribution) ÷2× Payment term ×1%. (BZRW, 2019) 

However, Chinese teachers’ pension is also related to the professorial rating.  

2.4.2 Effect of expense after retirement 

Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) reports that the typical senior spends about $46,000 a year in 

retirement. Housing cost, healthcare cost, transport, food, clothing, communication, leisure and 

long-term care cost will happen when people retire. (FOOL, 2017) Chinese Academy of Social 

Sciences released that Chinese people spend average23,819 yuan per year after retirement. 

(Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, 2018)  

As Katie Lobosco thought, people usually spend more than their expect. (Lobosco, 2018) 

Kathleen Elkins set a 4% rule for use the nest egg after retirement. He thinks if people withdraw 

4 percent a year from the total income, they can safely go through the retirement life and 

won’t deplete it prematurely. (Elkins, 2019) While usually, people will spend 55%–80% of 

current saving annually after retirement. (Fidelity, 2019) 

2.5 The Total Amount of Money Required for Retirement 

Hong Yan thought income during working, expense during working, net asset saved, income 

after retirement, expense after retirement, interest rate, and inflation rate, people’s life time 
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and health condition will influence the final money that needed to retirement. (Hongyan, 2016) 

Dan Ariely and Aline Holzwarth were professors of psychology and social behavior from Duke 

University. They calculated that the money needed for retirement should be 130% of the 

income before retirement. (Dan Ariely, 2019) According to Mayi Wealth company which 

belongs to Alibaba Group, Chinese people need at least 1.65 million yuan to go through 

retirement life. (Wealth, 2018) Zhong Wei, a professor of financial research center from Beijing 

normal university. He thought a person from developed province in eastern China who will 

retire after 2027 needs 3 million to 5 million yuan. (Sheng, 2014)  
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3. METHODOLOGY AND DATA 

3.1  Discussion and Explanation of The Dataset:  

Due to research wants to know how much money needed to retirement if people only have 

salary without any other income, Jiaxing teachers’ salary during employment, expense during 

employment, the income after retirement and expense is the independent variable while the 

money required for retirement is the dependent variable. These four variables are from Hong 

Yan’s research that he thought they have strong impact on the money needed to retirement.  

(Hongyan, 2016)  Online questionnaire will be provided to collect primary data.  

Monthly salary, total income and expense in 2018, deposit in bank, expected income and 

expense after retirement and demographic information will be questioned in the online 

questionnaire. The data collected will reflect the 2018’s condition. When examine the primary 

data, the interest rate and lifetime’s data will be collected from Jiaxing Government Website 

and SOHO Finance as secondary data. According to the information online, the prediction of 

interest rate and lifetime will be made.   

3.2 Discussion of The Sample: 

Primary and secondary school teachers from Jiaxing city, Zhejiang province will be the sample 

for this study. This sample’s salary, expense and pension which are stable without big floating 

can be clearly and conveniently researched. Jiaxing Municipal Bureau of Finance will take 

responsibility for issue salary and pension with Social Security Department so that teachers 
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from Jiaxing have an expected pension which may close to the accurate situation. Thus, it is 

accurate and convenient to choose teachers as research sample.   

Sample random sampling method is proposed to be used. Primary and secondary school 

teachers from Jiaxing city is given an equal chance to be selected by online questionnaire 

whose links will published in the QQ and Wechat. Finally, research received 240 respondents 

from Jiaxing teachers. 

3.3 Discussion and Explanation of The Methodology: 

Multiple regression analysis is applied as methodology, which is designed to examine and 

describe one dependent variable presumed to be a function of two or more independent 

variables.  It is object to make a prediction about the dependent variable which is money 

required for retirement based on its covariance with all the concerned independent variables 

which are salary during employment, expense during employment, and income after 

retirement can cover the cost of living after retirement can cover the cost of living after 

retirement. Three independent variables may find a quantitative impact on the dependent 

variable.   

3.4 Discussion and Explanation of The Model and Hypotheses: 

Research have two models. First model is from Investopedia: Total money required for 

retirement = Saving during employment + Income after retirement – Expense after retirement 

(Investopedia, 2019) This model will used to calculate the money needed to retirement for 

Jiaxing teachers. One year saving during employment is calculated as: (Total income – Total 
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expense) *(1+Interest rate). The interest rate referred is set to be 2.75%. (People's Bank of 

China benchmark, 2018) Then assume saving will increase the same amount annually. 

Arithmetic progress will be applied to calculate. Major component of income after retirement is 

pension. Other income after retirement will look at online questionnaire. Used 2018 amount to 

represent average level for expense, multiple them with remaining life years will be the total 

amount for expense after retirement.  

Another model is a new testing model. Research wants to make some contributions to 

Investopedia model. If people only have salary without other income, whether these variables 

still have strong impact on the money needed to retirement. Testing model: Total money 

required for retirement = Total salary during employment – Expense during employment + 

Income after retirement – Expense after retirement. Two models will be all calculated under no 

inflation condition.  

The study wants to establish a linear regression equation to calculate dependent variables from 

independent variables. It will use p-value to test if these independent variables have significant 

impact on dependent variables.  Significant level is 0.1. If p-value is less than significance level 

which is 0.1, then reject null hypotheses and accept alternative hypotheses. If p-value is larger 

than 0.1, then accept null hypotheses and alternative hypotheses.  

Hypotheses: 

H0: Total salary during employment, Expense during employment, Income after retirement, 

Expense after retirement have no relationship with the money required for retirement. 
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4. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS: 

This study wants to know Jiaxing teachers need how much money to retirement. Conditions 

collected by online questionnaire from Jiaxing teachers will be the primary data as a sample 

group.   

Multiple regression analysis will be used as methodology, which is designed to analysis the 

relationship between multiple dependent variables and independent variables. This research 

wants to form the linear regression equation model: salary during employment – expense 

during employment + the income after retirement – expense after retirement = money 

required for retirement. 

The following will show how the methodology and model applied to the collected data from 

online questionnaire and will detailly talk about the result and discussion. 
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4.1 Demographic Profile of the Respondents 

4.1.1 Jiaxing Teachers’ Distribution by Gender 

Research received 240 respondents from Jiaxing teachers. Figure 1 presents the Jiaxing 

Teachers’ distribution by gender. Of the 240 respondents, 47 or 19.58% were Male; 

followed by 193 or 80.42% were Female. 

Figure 1- Jiaxing Teachers’ Distribution by Gender 

4.1.2 Jiaxing Teachers’ Age 

Figure 2 presents questioned Jiaxing teachers’ age is between 26 and 63. The average age of 

them is 35.75. Chinese retirement age is 60 years for men, 55 years for women. (The 

possibility of delaying retirement, 2018) Thus, of the 240 respondents. 96.7% percent of 

them are below retirement age. The data from sample has referenced meaning that gives 

unretirement conditions 

Figure 2- Jiaxing Teachers’ Age 
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4.1.3 Jiaxing Teachers’ Distribution by Working Units 

Figure 3 presents the Students’ Distribution by working units. Of the 240 respondents, 226 or 

94.17% were from primary school; followed by 7 or 2.92% were from middle school; 3 or 1.25% 

were from senior high school; 2 or 0.83% were from school of education for teachers and 2 or 

0.83% were from education bureau. Thus, this sample mainly represent the condition of 

teachers from primary schools.  

Figure 3- Jiaxing Teachers’ Distribution by Working Units 

4.2 Research Question 1: What saving can Jiaxing teachers have and how much during 

employment? 

4.2.1 Results about income and expense during employment 

Saving is the income after deducting expense. In this research, it is calculated as total income 

minus total expense. Jiaxing teachers’ average monthly salary is 5162.083 yuan according to 

online questionnaire, which is lower than the Jiaxing Ganji Com’s result. Jiaxing Ganji Com 

thought that the mean of Jiaxing teachers’ salary is 6300 yuan per month. (Jiaxing Ganji Com, 
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Primary school Middle school
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2018) Besides, according to the questionnaire, total average income in one year is 136,300 yuan 

and total average expense in one year is 11,1280 yuan. 

Figure 4- Jiaxing Teachers’ Distribution by Retirement Age 

The situation about income from other financial investment is showed in Figure 5. Of the 240 

respondents, 116 or 48.44% of Jiaxing teachers will choose deposit as financial investment, 105 

or 43.75% of teachers will do other investment, 17 or 7.08% of teachers will choose to do fund, 

2 or 0.83% of teachers will buy stocks and none of them will choose to buy a bond as 

investment.  

Due to major Jiaxing teachers will choose to deposit in banks, this research assumes the 

difference between total income and total expense will only deposit in the banks. Therefore, 

after calculation: total average income which is13,6300-total average expense which is 

5162.083*12, average 7,4355 yuan will deposit in bank as principle in 2018. It is much higher 

than Zhao Xiaolin’s data that she researched that Jiaxing's per capita deposit exceeded 28,000 

yuan in one year. (Zhao, 2017) Besides, according to the online questionnaire, Jiaxing teachers 
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will begin to make a deposit at weigh ted average year of 20.26. 9 teachers haven’t saved any 

money yet in 2018. Thus, research result won’t refer them. Therefore, the number of effective 

respondents is 231. 

4.2.2 Results calculations 

The following will first calculate the total saving during employment. One-year total saving is 

calculated as: (Total income – total expense) *(1+interest rate). Then, to calculate the total 

saving during employment, this research assumes Jiaxing teachers deposit 0 amount of money 

when they begin to deposit and deposit principle will grow by the same amount every year 

because Jiaxing Government Website presented that Jiaxing people’s total income was 

increasing yearly. (Jiaxing Government Web, 2018)  

The interest rate used to calculate is set as 2.75% which is unchanged for the employment 

period. It is according to People's Bank of China benchmark’s real interest rate for five-year long 

term which abstracts inflation effect. (SOHO, 2018). This long-term interest rate is unchanged 

since 2014. 

Due to deposit principle will increase same amount annually, arithmetic progression will be 

used to calculate the result if two data have the same difference.  

𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎1 + (𝑛 − 1) × 𝑑 

𝑆𝑛 = 𝑛𝑎1 +
𝑛(𝑛 − 1)

2
× 𝑑 
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Each teacher's data will be calculated separately and the detailed results will be shown in the 

appendix. The following will use average number to present the results as an example.  

Total deposit principle in 2018= Total income in 2018 – Total expense in 2018 

Total deposit principle in 2018= Beginning deposit principle which is 0+( Age at 2018 - Deposit 

age -1) * Annual increase amount of deposit principle  

Annual increase amount of deposit principle= (Total deposit principle in 2018 -Beginning 

deposit principle which is 0) / (Age at 2018 - Deposit age -1) 

Annual increasing amount of interest received=deposit amount * Interest rate 2.17% 

Total deposit principle during employment= (Retirement Age-Deposit age) *0+ (Retirement 

Age-Deposit age) *(Retirement Age-Deposit age -1)/2* Annual increase amount of deposit 

principle 

Total interest received during employment= (Retirement Age-Deposit age) *0+ (Retirement 

Age-Deposit age) *(Retirement Age-Deposit age -1)/2* Annual increase amount of deposit 

principle* Interest rate 2.75% 

Total saving during employment= Total deposit principle during employment + Total interest 

received during employment 
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Annual 
increase 
amount 

for 
saving 

principle 

Total saving 
principle 
amount 
during 

employment 

Total 
interest 
received 

Total saving 
during 

employment 

5831.603 2616535.537 71954.727 2688490.3 

Table 1- Average total saving during employment 

Table 1 shows that Jiaxing teachers’ total saving during employment are 2,688,490.3 yuan. 

4.3 Research Question 2: After retirement, what kinds of income can Jiaxing teachers have 

and how much? 

According to the online questionnaire, Jiaxing teachers expect generate average pension of 

10,180 yuan in one month which is higher than the average monthly salary before retirement. It 

may show that Jiaxing teachers have a positive expectation.   

Figure 6 shows the Jiaxing Teachers’ attitude about weather do part time job after retirement. 

173 or 72.08% of them will decide not to work after retirement; followed by 67 or 27.92% of 

them decide to do part time job after retirement. The result is not the same as FOOL. FOOL 

thought part time job was important to retirement life as income source. (FOOL, 2017)  

Figure 5- Weather do part time job after retirement 

27.92%

72.08%

Attitude about part time job

Yes No
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Therefore, due to major of Jiaxing teachers will not do part time job after retirement, their 

income after retirement will only be pension. Jiaxing teachers’ pension is certain percentage of 

salary based on competence level and working years. Jiaxing Municipal Bureau of Finance will 

take responsibility for issue salary and pension with Social Security Department. Therefore, it is 

a certain amount of money with little difference between people. Their expected pension can 

be the amount assumed to the income after retirement.  

Therefore, Total income after retirement = Pension in one year * (Lifetime – Retirement age)  

Chinese retirement age is 60 years for men, 55 years for women. (The possibility of delaying 

retirement, 2018) The Jiaxing people’s expected lifetime in 2018 was 80.37 average years for 

males and 84.55 average years for females. (Jiaxing Municipal Health Commission, 2019) Thus, 

people in Jiaxing average remaining lifetime after retirement is 20.37 years for male and 29.55 

years for woman. The income after retirement can be calculated. Each teacher's income after 

retirement will be calculated separately and the detailed results will be shown in the appendix.  

The average number of results are presented as an example. Jiaxing teachers’ total income 

after retirement are 1,972,134 yuan. 

4.4 Research Question 3: How much will be spent after Jiaxing teachers retire and what kind 

of consumptions? 

According to the online questionnaire, Jiaxing teachers expect to spend 9,4500 yuan in 2018. 

Table 2 presents the Jiaxing Teachers’ attitude about which kind of expense will be the highest 

one after retirement. Option average points is used to describe the expense from highest one 
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to lowest one. Option average points is calculated as: Points= (Frequency to be 

chosen*weighted average)/ 240 respondents. 

Tourism 8.47 

Food 7.38 

Medical 7.08 

Clothes 5.55 

Transport 5.36 

House 4.4 

Long term care (Homecare) 3.57 

Skin care 3.3 

Entertainment 2.92 

Communication 2.76 

Education 2.61 

Others 1.91 

Table 2- Option average point of consumptions 

In table 2, tourism gets 8.47 points. Therefore, tourism is the expense that most of Jiaxing 

teachers think it is cost most after retirement. Food gets 7.38 points and medical gets closed 

points which is 7.08. Food expense and food expense are next highest cost after retirement. 

Due to the interest rate used to calculate the interest received is the real interest rate which 

deducts inflation rate according to the Fisher Effect, the interest received has already 
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abstracted the effect of future increasing price level. Therefore, inflation effect is considered as 

irrelevant and the average expected expense after retirement assumed to be the average 

expense in one year after retirement. The remaining lifetime has already calculated before: 

20.37 years for male and 29.55 years for woman. 

Total expense after retirement = Expense in one year * (Lifetime – Retirement age) 

Each teacher's total expense after retirement will be calculated separately and the detailed 

results will be shown in the appendix. The average number of results are presented as an 

example. Jiaxing teachers’ total income after retirement are 2,591,949 yuan. 

4.5 Research Question 4: What is the amount of money that Jiaxing teachers will need to 

retire? 

4.5.1 Result calculated by financial model from Investopedia 

According to the financial model from Investopedia and use the data from Table 3: Total money 

required for retirement = Saving during employment + Income after retirement – Expense after 

retirement (Investopedia, 2019), this research based on survey data to get the result that: 

Jiaxing teachers need average 2,068,647.7 yuan to retirement. The result is different to Zhong 

Wei’s research. A professor of financial research center from Beijing normal university, he 

thought a person who is from eastern of China needed 3 million to 5 million yuan to retirement. 

(Zhong Wei, 2014) Jiaxing teachers need less money after retirement. Each teacher's data will 

be calculated separately and the detailed results will be shown in the appendix.  
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Total saving 
during 

employment 

Total 
income 

after 
retirement  

Expense 
during 

retirement  

Money 
required 

for 
retirement  

2688490.3 1972134 2591949 2068674.7 

Table 3- Average number of Jiaxing teachers’ money required for retirement  

4.5.2 Testing model 

Now, this research wants to make some contributions to the original financial model. Under the 

situation if people do not invest money and only income during employment is the salary, it 

wants to know if the total salary during employment will influence the money needed to 

retirement. The following will test the relationship between salary during employment and 

money needed to retirement. Used 231 effective respondents, salary during employment 

calculated by arithmetic progress. Other independent variables have already calculated 

previously. Each teacher's data will be calculated separately and the detailed results will be 

shown in the appendix. The average number of results are presented as an example showed in 

Table 4.  

Total Salary 
during 

employment 

Total 
expense 
during 

employment 

Total 
income 

after 
retirement 

Expense 
during 

retirement  

Money 
required 

for 
retirement  

3296760.066 83482207.79 1972134 2591949 2068674.7 

Table 4- Average data of Jiaxing teachers for testing model 
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Testing model: Total money required for retirement = Salary during employment – Expense 

during employment + Income after retirement – Expense after retirement 

H0: Total salary during employment, Expense during employment, Income after retirement, 

Expense after retirement have no impact on the money required for retirement. 

H1: H0: Total salary during employment, Expense during employment, Income after retirement, 

Expense after retirement have impact on the money required for retirement. 

Multiple regression analysis is applied as methodology. It will use p-value to test if these 

independent variables have significant impact on dependent variables.  If p-value is less than 

significance level which is 0.1, then reject null hypotheses and accept alternative hypotheses. If 

p-value is larger than 0.1, then accept null hypotheses and alternative hypotheses.  

Table 5- Regression analysis about Testing model 

  Coefficients Standard Errors t Stat P-value 

Intercept 4502979.5 1016874.268 4.428255948 1.48E-05 

Salary during 
employment 

0.2383957 0.053223647 4.479130386 1.19E-05 

Expense during 
employment  

-1.4420759 0.137304511 -10.50275716 2.855E-21 

Income after 
retirement 

1.5147004 0.430459424 3.518799403 0.000524 

Expense after 
retirement 

-0.791804 0.100646841 -7.867152177 1.489E-13 
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Table 5 shows the p-value for all independent variables. The results pass the significant test. All 

independent variables’ p-value are less than 0.1. The null hypothesis is rejected and alternative 

hypothesis is accepted. It means Total salary during employment, Expense during employment, 

Income after retirement, Expense after retirement have impact on the money required for 

retirement. Testing model is established. Total money required for retirement = 0.24* Total 

salary during employment – 1.44* Expense during employment + 1.51* Income after 

retirement – 0.79* Expense after retirement+4502979.5.  

Some of economic experts said that people needed 80% of total salary before retirement to go 

through retirement life. (Investopedia, 2019) This research shows salary before retirement has 

impact on money needed to retirement with a coefficient of 0.23 which is lower than 0.8. The 

model is consistent to Hong Yan’s opinion. He thought that salary during working, expense 

during working, net asset saved, income after retirement, expense after retirement, will 

influence the final outcome. (Hong Yan, 2016) The second model is reasonable to some degree. 

Jiaxing teachers can use this model to grossly calculate their money needed to retirement.  
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5. CONCLUSION 

This research refers the model from Investopedia to calculate how much money Jiaxing 

teachers need to retirement. It can help to prevent people from unnecessary anxious and 

prepare early for the retirement. Based on the data collected from effective 231 respondents, 

final result shows that Jiaxing teachers need 2,068,675 yuan to retirement. This number is more 

closed to the female teachers who are from primary school. Under the condition that Jiaxing 

teachers only have salary without any other income, the new model is established because it is 

passed the hypotheses test. The mode is: Total money required for retirement = 0.24* Total 

salary during employment – 1.44* Expense during employment + 1.51* Income after 

retirement – 0.79* Expense after retirement+4502979.5.  

Due to limitation of time and many assumptions for convenient calculation, especially 

assumptions about annual increasing salary and stable expense without inflation effect, the 

final money needed to retirement can be gross and unrealistic. What’s more, online 

questionnaire doesn’t include all components income and expense happen in Jiaxing teachers’ 

life. Only major and material components are involved. Therefore, the results and model are 

only applied in reference and assumption situation.  

Improvement should be made to this research. As Mohamad Fazli Sabri’s said, the education 

and saving behavior will influence the money need after retirement. However, this research 

doesn’t involve the effect of people’s subjective factors. Therefore, people’s subjective factors, 

larger sample and more types of questions should be made for the further research.   
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9. APPENDIX: 

Appendix A- Questionnaire 

Analysis of the amount of money that jiaxing teachers will need to retire  
 

Please indicate your personal information by placing a tick or filling the blank in the appropriate 
category. 
 
1. What's your gender?   

a) Male 
b) Female 

2. What's your age? 
3. What's your working units? 

a) Primary school 
b) Middle school 
c) Senior high school 
d) Education bureau 

 
The following is survey about income during employment 
 
1. What's your monthly salary? In thousands 
2. What's your total income last year? In ten thousand 
3. How do you invest your savings?   

a) Deposit 
b) Fund 
c) Stocks 
d) Bonds  
e) Others  

4. When do you begin to deposit? 
5. How much do you deposit in banks? In ten thousand 
6.  
The following is survey about expense during employment 
 
1. What's your total expense last year？In ten thousand 

 
The following is survey about income after retirement 
 
1. What's your expected pension without others’ donation? In thousands  
2. Will you do part time job after retirement?    

a) Yes 



 

 

b) No 
 
The following is survey about expense after retirement 
 
1. What’s your expected expense after retirement in one year? In ten thousand 
2. Which kind of expected expense you think will be the highest expense after retirement? 

Please put following expected expense in sequence from high to low 
a) Tourism 
b) Food 
c) Medical 
d) Clothes 
e) Transport 
f) House 
g) Long term care (Homecare) 
h) Skin care 
i) Entertainment 
j) Communication 
k) Education 
l) Others       

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix B-Dataset for Each Jiaxing Teachers 

Total Salary 
during 

employment 

Total 
expense 
during 

employment 

Total saving 
during 

employment 

Total 
income 

after 
retirement 

Expense 
during 

retirement  

Money 
required 

for 
retirement  

3008571.429 72900000 0 1773000 1477500 295500 

11340000 31360000 5825925 3546000 29550000 -20178075 

4864695.652 136900000 1487641 3546000 2364000 2669641.3 

1231034.483 122500000 421629.3 1773000 2955000 -760370.7 

1404000 36450000 1923480 1347480 1477500 1793460 

1947272.727 122500000 1389460 2482200 2955000 916660.23 

1785000 294000000 -764203 1773000 2955000 -1946203 

2677500 122500000 1273672 2127600 2364000 1037271.9 

1136842.105 50000000 648947.4 1418400 1182000 885347.37 

7560000 23520000 23303700 3900600 5910000 21294300 

1667368.421 108900000 1142147 2127600 2955000 314747.37 

4176000 72000000 0 2836800 1477500 1359300 

947368.4211 625000000 -8111842 1773000 29550000 -35888842 

1098947.368 18000000 1411461 354600 591000 1175060.5 

1118571.429 27000000 1277036 1418400 591000 2104435.7 

2125714.286 122880000 -728057 2127600 2955000 -1555457 

-19500000 20280000 33393750 1773000 591000 34575750 

2223529.412 77760000 3046235 2482200 886500 4641935.3 

1322222.222 306250000 5660764 1773000 4432500 3001263.9 

-39000000 40560000 13357500 1773000 1477500 13653000 

-10800000 125000000 15412500 3546000 2955000 16003500 

2409230.769 90000000 343817.3 2127600 2955000 -483582.7 

1028571.429 31250000 2201786 2836800 1477500 3561085.7 

4500000 31250000 3853125 1773000 886500 4739625 

-1260000 6370000 215775 2482200 1773000 924975 

1636363.636 62500000 280227.3 1222200 2037000 -534572.7 

3915000 108000000 -3352219 1773000 2068500 -3647719 

13608000 39200000 27187650 3546000 1773000 28960650 

2409230.769 90000000 2750538 977760 1222200 2506098.5 

3559090.909 90000000 3250636 2444400 1222200 4472836.4 

5220000 27000000 7821844 977760 2037000 6762603.8 

1864285.714 72000000 0 2127600 1773000 354600 



 

 

2380800 102400000 0 2482200 2955000 -472800 

5220000 63000000 3352219 1773000 1773000 3352218.8 

2700000 50000000 4623750 2482200 2068500 5037450 

3968000 51200000 5945800 2127600 3546000 4527400 

2463157.895 64000000 3374526 1466640 814800 4026366.3 

10530000 72900000 -1803263 3546000 2955000 -1212263 

6960000 45000000 4469625 3191400 2068500 5592525 

1427142.857 164280000 733194.6 2127600 4432500 -1571705 

2835000 78400000 970987.5 1773000 1773000 970987.5 

1125000 75000000 577968.8 1773000 2955000 -604031.3 

2106000 58320000 1202175 1773000 1477500 1497675 

947368.4211 62500000 648947.4 2836800 2364000 1121747.4 

27900000 67270000 23889375 1466640 1018500 24337515 

2052000 76050000 4099725 1466640 1018500 4547865 

1392000 72000000 1191900 1773000 1477500 1487400 

1200000 50000000 411000 1773000 2955000 -771000 

2409230.769 540000000 -1.6E+07 1063800 1477500 -16573113 

678461.5385 22500000 414951.9 2482200 1477500 1419651.9 

1878947.368 110250000 965309.2 1466640 1018500 1413449.2 

16632000 19360000 18988200 1955520 611100 20332620 

2571428.571 31250000 1321071 0 2364000 -1042929 

6840000 28000000 1952250 1773000 2364000 1361250 

6732000 57800000 6724988 1955520 17721900 -9041393 

2232000 112640000 955575 1773000 2955000 -226425 

2660000 28000000 1626875 2127600 2068500 1685975 

1674000 67270000 2627831 2482200 1773000 3337031.3 

2552727.273 128000000 1457182 1955520 2037000 1375701.8 

12636000 29160000 28852200 2836800 2955000 28734000 

2007692.308 90000000 1719087 2127600 2955000 891686.54 

1980000 54450000 2373525 1773000 1773000 2373525 

5320000 40000000 1952250 1955520 814800 3092970 

16848000 58320000 18032625 1773000 2068500 17737125 

2237142.857 27000000 4469625 1773000 2364000 3878625 

1450000 45000000 1241563 2127600 2659500 709662.5 

915692.3077 61440000 522707.7 3191400 1477500 2236607.7 

19488000 50460000 25029900 2127600 1477500 25680000 

1373076.923 98000000 1175697 3546000 2955000 1766697.1 

1860000 115320000 1061750 1418400 2659500 -179350 

3060000 61250000 0 1222200 1833300 -611100 

2610000 45000000 3724688 1773000 1477500 4020187.5 
 


